At Home Visual Field Testing Introductory Email
Dear Patient of Drs. David and Li-Li Chia,
Thank you so much for your patience as we launch our brand new online visual field
testing system for Irvine Eye Physicians and Surgeons Inc. The MRF at-Home is the
Melbourne Rapids Fields (MRF) software algorithm adapted for home use. The MRF
software algorithm is peer-reviewed and published.
The MRF at-Home allows you to conduct a 24-2 and/or 10-2 visual field test from the
comfort of your home (or really anywhere in the world)! The test can be done on a
laptop, PC, Android or iPad. This provides up-to-date, validated visual field testing in
real-time without coming to the office! The visual field test may be billed to your medical
insurance as a medically necessary test either to screen for disease and/or monitor for
progression.
In order to administer the test and to establish secure communication, you will receive a
series of emails from our office, of course including this one. The second email you will
receive from our office is confirming or activating your Eyefinity EHR Patient Portal to
ensure that you have a secure communication channel with our office. This will ensure
that any communication outside of the test will be private and secure. The third email
will appear to be from webreg@eyesimplify.com with the title “TeleHealth notification –
Visual Field Test.” This email is a generic auto-generated email but it does contain the
test instructions, a video tutorial, and patient-specific links to get started. The online
video tutorial is also shared below:
At-Home Visual Field Instructions

We are excited to bring this testing functionality to our patients in conjunction with M&S
Technologies. Thank you again for using the Eyesimplify MRF Visual Fields system.
We hope that this system saves sight and gives piece of mind! – Drs. Chia
EXAMPLE OF EMAIL TO TAKE HOME VISUAL FIELD BELOW:

Telehealth notification - Visual Field Test
webreg@eyesimplify.com
Dear Patient,
During recent communications with Dr. Chia, you were informed about conducting an
at-home visual field test on your own computer, iPad or Android tablet device (minimum
10.2 inch display) via the internet, using the Eyesimplify MRF Home software. This test
is similar to the in-office visual field and the results will provide your doctor with
important information to monitor your visual health.

Prior to taking the test, please CLICK HERE to watch the short tutorial video.
Please use the link below to access your test: My Visual Field Test (no active link as
this is just an example)
If you would like additional information, how the test is being conducted or retained in
your medical record, please contact our office.
Thank you again for using the Eyesimplify MRF Visual Fields system.

